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LEARNING TO WRITE SENTENCE BY SENTENCE:
,fL/1

A MODULAR APPROACH TO Eric4isH COMPOSITION.

PETERL. SHAOKEY

Beginning with the false optimism which charastrk-

izes most surveys aboutlanguage skill pkoblems, let us

pretend that most of us 'agree on the following easy con-

clusions facing cbmmunity college teachers today:
. ,

.

(1) Students Ofteri exhibit anti ability to,
.

organize their ideas coke ntly. and develop
them in writing. and speec

N

(2) Students Canndt read with care, prAision,
and comprehenion:

one situationcan'bepinointed as the cause of these
language deficiengie0: Although we know that ajor

- factor in successf01,use of language sk4.,11s is frequent
q
4.' ,-

exercise of those skills, tbo few individuals'have exper-
,.1 \

ience in careful reading ad- writing or in reading with- ,

.precision and coMprehension. It-cannokbe doubted that
7; 2

. the-influence' of.televisiOn has been pervasive,- with a -/

consequent decline in reading and writing. As thevatti-
.,J

.tude of the American public toward the importance of

language proficiency has changed, the opportunity to

hear eloquent5peech and to read well-written works of

English literature has become increasin ly

Education, too, must,bear its shire otthe blame for the

deficiencies observed in the Americak public. Fmk too

(
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q\ there has been an unwillinqness on the part of educ-
,

lanai institutions to recognize that the quality of

communication has been declining and that changes are

necessary.

If; then, these are common, central concerns of

the community college, the following general goals for dio-,

grading language skills should leap readily to mind:

(1) Deve °Ping/within' students the desire to
imp dve language skills.

(2) equiring c6lstant exercise of reading,
writing.and speaking and expecting all
disciplines to attend carefully to..these

Aiskills by written and verbal comment.

(3) Integrating language skills in all courses;
whether technical, vocational, or general
education.

mmunity-college program designed to address these

goals ,s ould reach as broadeasppctir of the college
j

opulatioh as possible. A number of aRprspches can be

us d to meet the varying needs of a disparate student

body. However, any program should include a procedure'

'to measure the minimum language skill level that will

411P'be acceptable for'all community college graduates.

These are reasonable goals Mich could be effected

in a variety of ways without unnaturally revers34g the

direction of most community colleges. Bu sine such

1,discuAions .about change must take place withinIthe

arch.

communities which, can'support iMplementation we will

not be surprise, to- hear different sions -o.f Nthe prob-
.

lam with different conclusions and r commendations.

4
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One institutional response to these concerns is a program

offered at ..the College, of Marin (California). "Learning

to Write Sentence by Sentence" is'a curriculum designed

to promote increased student awareness of quality in

communication and concentrated exercise in writing; by

implication, it suggests a model for adaptation to other

disciplines, to other programs, and to other institutions.

It contains both those elements which are universal to

all language proficiency programs and those which Are

unique to this particular campuS setting.

This course of study is designed for the student

who is about to try his hand at the' expository essay.

It assumes that the student is an individual who has

soMeping to say and relies heavily upon the desire of,

the student to fin out if this is the case within the

,special confines of a course of study. It proceeds to

challenge the student to write at a college

level, lest the essays which he produces in time become

childishly correct in grammar and stUpefyingly uninterest-

ing. The course is not designed to "cool out" the student

laho,secretly knows that, he should not be'at college;
-1

it is offered to the student who has always felt that

his Wtitin4cis.irideed a mirror of his intellect but

1'

has known neither whee to place the reflector in

relation to himself aniwthe light .of the outside world

nor how to maintain *ts'natutAl luster. Fro e start,

: I :

,-



this the student to regard the full image

of his mind in ambitious word-structures--full statements

which may be.shapea into grammatical predications.

Furthermore, It assumes that the student has thought in

sentences at some.point in his life, even i he has not

written so before, and that he must not be discouraged

from composing in isehtence-like structures before he knows

the grammar to do so correctly and consisterIly.

This.course stresses the fact that meaning lies

curled up in, metaphors, something like the buds of a

rose, which open up in the p'roper conditions. Values

are tightly ctered and enfolioted in these buds of

perception end language. Whew we communicate them in

writing to others, our responsibility is tb create a

verbal context, the sentence in this case, which has

the cohditions.for fipding, adopting, and creating

structures w9.ch suit our "value kernelsr and condUct
°

their groWthc. Our verbal structures' are images of these

value systems.

Since the sentence always has at least one grammatical

nucleus, the central predication, it stands to reason that

the writer should try to center his writing in the buds
-N,

___of_hiS ;perceived' values. Bringing his main idea into

the centeof4his sentence emphatically focuses and

pands the. field of thereaderIlls wlsion. Say'i'ng what

we mean then, -in one sense, means ordering this predication
0,1!'

6
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in an emphatic, unself-conscious manner. In ddscribing

architecture, for instance, one's choice of details is pulled

toward spme central linterest that is being evaluated. The

details begin to spin centripetally about the nucleus of

predication --something 'like a whirlpool or a galaxy.

. It gbes withoutaying that learning to read trial sen-
.

tences and drafts'is as much an exercise in discovering

and focusing viewpoints as it is a worrying over spelling,

and punctuation. These operations become more and more

integrated with practice.
N .

Thinking in sentences, free 'of the pressure to snap

out something clever on the spot, ,one rotates the., buds of\

value in the sunlight of memories and cares. Neverthe-

less, the thunder and, lightning of spoken outbursts and

the fogs and showers of conversations have a perfect

right, in fact, an honOred place, in.essays. How drab

longer pieces of writing would be without the
4

humantouch

of real speech to relieve the intellectual statement.

To learn about the differences between written predication

arid conversation is to realize that introducing the "real
1'N

world" of speech into compositions is a matter of making

literary choEbbs related purely to allowing ideas to
, p

\

flower and grow.

. This selfsp4ced course forces the student to think
'P

It+ a 1-before writing and does s 44 in a rather uscular,
, .

,

uncomprising and unpatroni ing way., The instructions
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'within units have a rhetorical and complicated bent. The

first unit, for instance, offers material which is in
4

itself irresistable but is wrappe46in a fairly difficult

cover to test tJe student's initial will to engage and

consult. The progressive structure and tone of the units

is calculated to make, the student hazard verbal, images of

the self which he can master within the conventional

grammar presently, under considerition. To make too much
,

of the, conventions before the act of conceiving "something

to say" to prescribe imittivform upon a mind which

must be taught gradually that gramm'atigal Syntax is indeed

a natural' good.

It is also no longer safe nor wise to assume.that

any student who elects tolearn about sentences before

writing expository essays has just left a bone-head

grammar class or a production-line high school. The profiled

of current community college enrollments argues that

'teachers and their courses must be ready and willing to

meet an incredibly diverse student body on its own indiv-

idual grounds end to be sensitive to its different back.=

grounds and needs. This self -paced coftrse can afford to

prfeserve standards while customizing instruction.

What follows igia part of the student portion of

that modular'curriculum, "Learning to Write Sentence By,

Sentence." It contains the general introduction, the

course-of study,,a sample 1pfone"predicatioft unit, and
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.

an outline of subsequent predlcatiori units for a student
4

read r. Each unit stresses ong concept and includes

objectives/assignments, discussions, 'uggested supplemen-,

tary work:and a posttest.-
.

II

LEARNING TO WRITE SENTENCE'BY SENTENCE

'An Introduction

Good college'crriting is not the art of making verbs

agree with subjects, or the art of avoiding comma splices,

oreven the art of being original. These are subordinate
,

arts which have a contribution to make to good writing,

but they are not its essence. GOOd writing is effective
'\.

and accurate communication. A good writer must in the

first place have sbmething to say. But he is a writer

because be can transfer that "something," which originally

exists only in his4 imagination, into the imagination of

other people with a minimum amount of cooperation upon
4'theV part. This transfer cannot, of course, be direct;

4.

it must be achieved by the manipulation of arbitrary

symbols, words, written o paper. Successful writi/g is

eir
(

an astonishing achievem t when it is considered closely,

and.the'studInt-who'expects to master he art without a

lot'of effort is very foolish indeed.

But what do we mean by "some.thin4 to say"? Perhaps

once in .a thousand instances, outside an English composition
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class, we really want to communicate a simple "something."

We want to describe the Grand danyon or a friend or a
40

concert. Perhaps we want to narrate, to-expilainthe
,.

./
r-"-Th

order.in which particulo.r events took pldce., 'We might.

want to describe the sequence of events which, led to our.

.

being busted, mistakenly, for selling grass. We might

want to send(to a friend' at. another college our recipe for
. A

Aa
.i

crepes or' home brew (recipes Are-really a kind of narrative).

In such instances it is possible that what you want to

communicate is a simple term, a noun, modified by

appropriate qualifiers.

put it is unlikely. Even in the'.instances-qiven

above, it s probably that what you rgally want to

communi .is not a modikied noun but a sentence. If

you should be interrupted in your writing, foi instance,

by your roommate wanting to know what you are doing, you

mightreiply "I am writing to the judge about my arrest."

Here, "about my arrest" is a'simple noun subject. But

you would surely mean, "I am writing to the judge to

explain that the sequence of.events which led to my arrest

clearly proves that it'was a case of mistaken identity."

In other words, your real intention would not be properly

'represented by 'a noun; your real intention vioula,be

properly summarized lnya sentence.

S me General Concepts and Goals

Since all of of cqmprition

. IS

10
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operate in compOsing a sentence, the following course

of study %dill stress that a good sentence, like a good

Hessay or a good book, requires a reasoned organization,

a, point of view, a consistent and appropriate tone, form,

and diction. Put in an ideal light, our goal is to

achieve good correspondence between the sentence you

compose and the act of thinking or imagining which it

seeks to convey. To describe our goal in simplest terms

is to foster simple-minded, uninteresting, timid, and

mechanical scribbling. Let's put our goal another way:

you must try to compose accurate sentences whose structures

reflect and embody their theses and which have'an emphatic

tone-'-and point'of view.. There, given 'something to 'gay,"

theform and sense should come toget in a good sentence.
yr

This course of-study will teach you an attractive, albeit
-

unnerving, variety of approaches to this end.' You must'

be ready sometimes to walk through a field of eggs and

at other times in pastures of waving grain. The purpose

of thisintrodliction has been to give you poise and con-

fidence at the starting line; it has been writteeliber -)

to make you read it slowly'and thoughtfully. You

will be warned again and againsthat the craft of force-

ful writing cannot be practiced well without the art'of

critical, perceptive reading - of both your own work and

that of others.

a



Resources, Materials, and Connections

To take this course you will need:
Pt,

1.. The units themselves, completed in order,

one at-a time.

10

2. The Manual.'

3. -A.good portable dictionary.

'4. A tutor- who--can be consalted'on aoweekly

basis .at a regular hour.

Learning Activities

--The learning activities prescribed in each unit

X'

are quite similar. Careful reading f the text of the

-unit and exhaustive study and memorization of 'rules in

The Manual are absalutelynecessary. Specimens frOm

student composktions are to be rewritten as prescribed.

Identifications of grammatical distinctions are frequently,

demanded. The dictionary'will be needed periodically.

Quizzes are sometimes given to prove you mastery over

various technical points of grammar and punctuation...

You will be requested from time to time to coMpilei.lists

of terms and concepts. gathered from the "outside world"-

of newspapers, television, and conversation. 4,A.nd most

of all, since this is a course in"writingiy9uWill be

'.expected to compose a variety of statements on some

fairly interesting topics.

General Goals of the Predication Units
.

In the following five units you will'be asked to

12
)4,
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a

1

compote_e. series of descriptive senten out a var

i4y, of subjects. YOu will analyze your n work as well
.-.

as similar' work ofAlkher students, and you will re-write
. .. ) v

extensively, in witing and re-writing; the general
.,-

goals will be to produce an accuratelosentence*hich is

correct in7grammar, punctuation, spelling, and capital-
,

4
ization. It must also embody some particular point of

view towardl its subSect a -reathon for remarking upon
1

it and "something to say" about it--- although this need

be no more than,aitronig,impression such as "Isn't it

beautiful?" or "In't it ugly?" You shOuld not tie
(

up your tongue at first trying,to be .too -stylish;

you will have = plenty of-opportunitieS'et.the right

times to call on the mimes of artistic inspiration

yho, given half a chthice to operate in a reasonably

neat settixg, turn out to be surprisingly liberal

-with their "graces.'1.

The Course of Study
, q,

This composi iOn course has three major sectionsThis

are designed to, be studied in order. Th6y af'e

t
Predication, Language, and-Syntax. The units within,

_the sections must.be taken one at a time in sequence.
1

The timing and order of the assignmewts must be honored

because the experience is .essenti.ally a condensed version

Of a much longer and far more leisurely course of study

(a lifetime of reading and writing). This is not to_s.iy
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that you'must not work laterally on other writing or

grammar projects which you might happen upon at the same

time. Heaven forbid that your browsing, inx(estigating,

or reading through the materials should be cut off by

some irrational compulsion to "grind out" a certain unit.

But the.course does make sense in its present order.

It is possible, however, once.you have worked yoUr way

down the road of predication assignments, to wok sim-

ultaneously on parts of the language and syntaleunits.

Since you are relatively free to work at your own

leace, the language section of the course v411 offer you

the best opportunity to make tracks because it entails

more routine work and memorization than the others.

Assignments and quizzes have been designed to bring your

mechanical grammar skillb up to scratch while you are

`'doing parallel-writing assignments. The PredicItion

Units, however, must be done first and in a rather

strictly prescribed order. You-will understand this

regimen better as you advance.

As you'finish units or parts of units, be sure to

save all of the writing which you do because it will -be

used again in subgequent assignments. Let's learn to

write sentence by sentence one step at a time.
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Predication Unit 1 Acburate and Emphatic Description

*To recognize the simple sentence.
*To correct sentence fragments.
*To make subjects and verbs agree.
*To correct spelling and capital-
ization errors.

*To identify key metaphors.
*To'improve central predications.
*To evaluate point of view.
*To,compose an accurate descriptive
sentence in which the grammar
spelling, and capitalization re
correct and the point of vie is
clearly and emph t'Cally ex ressed.

tt,

Assignment: Compose a sentence of at 1 ast twenty-
five words which describe the hills
around the college.

The enterprise of writing reveals constantly how well

]we know and control what we think*. When we sit down to

compose a simple'descriptioA, the words that we select

communicate what is on our minds at just that moment of

writing. If we nave sorted out our SubjAt from other

pressing interests, such 'as the temperature of thq- class-

room and last night's encounter, the words will much more

l'rl.

likely reflect thoughts exclusively about our subject.

Our livess ould make our writing more discriminating./

The very act of composition helps us to be more thoughtful.

Sometimes we are so distracted by other inter.ests (My car

is running in a tow-away zone by the chem. lab!) that it

takes at least one draft just to make us realize how far

away we areentally from the specific task of thinking

before us. In short, we often drag much more into the

pictures which cur words-create than is appropriate to, our

I r-
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writing purpose. Giver only a few words with which to

identify and chaiacterize the hills in all of their'

geographical and atmospheric complexity, our verbal

attention is testedito the limit, How can we make our

feelings about ourselves and about our perceptions into

an accurate an cinteresting verbal portrayal of the

'reality of the hills themselves for a reader who has

little'llexzona or sympathetic interest in us? How do

we go about id ntifying and adjusting our viewpoint as

writers?

60 Perhaps a will help to analy other student

writers have a ted in the same situation. Let's test a

few examples f r concentfation,cuiacy, livelinesS and

control. This first example was obviously written on the

first day of c as's after a leisurely summer vacation:

The calmn ss of a densely wooded hillside is
disturbed only by a young runner, barefooted,
who is la e to class.

.

The advent of - chool, with all the assignments and pressures,

is at 'War with this writer's summer, and the little sentence

proves to be h 4. battleground

But before wpdiscard this honest effort as a refusal
1 c'

to describe in iletailithe hi,lls themselves as.,,assigned,

let's discuss i from a more limited compositional point

of view. How w uld, you describe the relationship between

the form of his sentence (especially the order in which
.

things have bee9 presented for our consideration) and the
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writer's viewpoint? What are the key words which prtsent

ideas? Does, tioye writer feature and develop ideas? Is.

.the runner near, or far? Does it matter? Is this ;an

accurate pa.cture of the hill What literary toucyes do

you perceiVe?''

Since running late to class was still on our writer's
1. 4.

3'

mind as he wrote, his appreciation of the calm of -tlhe
J , .

hills, which isobviously more appropriate for his writing

purpose, did not ve a chance to develop. His perception

Of the objective reality has been diverted, and so his

averbal description has been shaped accordingly. Despite
4

his mental preocdupation, the grammatical.orm of the

sentence does communicate a feeling of completeness; a

sense of pu2poseful movement from one place to another.
e

The featured qualit of the hills is indeed the grammatical

subject of theJsente e resof the statement dramatizes

a contrast which draws our attention away from_the subject

of the aSsignment. Tor whatever it is orth, we have a

story rather than a pictured

The neFt,example was written by 'a student who

grabbed up his writing materlais'andflew from the class-

room the moment he heard the assignment. Although we

never learn why escape was uppermost in his mind at that

moment of composition it certainly affects his description:
$

Tree tops reach ryci up to the Heavens--over proud
and inviting--teasing tne to venture into the
hill's vast domain--beginning with only'low curves
then rising ever steeper to culnAnate, at a little.
shack.



When asked to describe h

to him, nhy did he
4

hand, pul6anginspi

relative qUi6tof h s

tell cgdetailS a

Or was h

ation?

16

hills, which were quite familiar

outdoors at once for a first-
)

run
. . ,:".

Had he no confidence in the

viery-ah-d,thought as a source for
4

conceptual frame fd,his pictUre?"

9ncomfortale

Psychological speibulation

"tree tops"- appear to be

asing," l'w.hich'indicates a f

his own desit Ipon inanimate

become'charactekg: in. the little

in class?

asidt, we reaethat his

'rig," "inviting" and

irly common projection of

nature. The trees have

nature 'theater of his

description'.. Certain kinds of accuradyzaare sacrificed

to such heart-pounding erithusiasm,' regardless of its

, sincerity. Striking' vistas in nature should excite and

us deeply, but if such unbridled,, open sentiment gives-

rise to.)travelogue language such as "vast domain", and

'"even steeper,",it-is probably unconvincing. For all

the huffing and puffing, it is` impossible to know from

the statement as it 'Stands what or who is "beginning. II

The laws of time, "space and'grammachaire bwn suspended

as the, writer throws his perceptions emotionally around
. .

the scene. His words follow a line of vision.that blurs

ancrthen returnS,to focus with a bump on an improbable

detail--the shack. The thain theme if"desire" which

the repetition of dramatic langdage.conveys. We`are

left with a mystery about-the/relevancy of emotion.

move
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Here is another selection which raises questions

about the purpoPr of dei=ib2ng the frame of 'the writer's

perception:

A mountain woman, oblivious to all going on around
er, a sleeping"princess awaiting the lover's kiss.

!tree_ tops)' brought us shaking to a hariteractive'

world Of vivid, uncontrolled perception and emotion, "a

.mountain woman" withdraws just.as suddenly. into a memorial,.
' r\0OK. lite ary world of. shadoviy legends and vague ma

believes. Beside the fact that Mt. Tatalpais is only one

of the many hills around the college (so long; accuiacy),'

or that it looksrlike:a sleeping Maidensonly frad one

,particular and distant point of view, the legend of the

sleeping-princess is the privileged information of rathef

few Marin inhabitants. This description leans rather

heavily upon ar external, literary crutch, and it must

appear,, =ref ore, to be incomplpte-and private,.perhaps

ev n ca e, to a majori/ty-oftcommon readers yho honestly

xpect an accurate description. DeScribing the hills as

a recli g woman might prove effective if we could makt
o

the ;reader- ee Some details but we must be .ar-in-mind

,--, thA/11 "imaginativ " approach will inevitably rest
ir, _4

,7;
r writer's viwpoint to only a part of the scene. Such.

r/

ar 'the dangers of A sudden
,

retre tintd-an "arsy clo t."

So `snug is the legend in

reecence to it, momentak

ou vriter's memory that the,

Y tots him-from the assign-

ment. This description aild'the eviOus one reveal two.

19



extreme kinds of subjective response to a requ t for a

serious verbal version of pondered experience-.

requi more awareness of wflat we,think than we grit

have, supposed at the outset.

So busy haVe we been trying to untangle and code

the last two efforts at describing the hills that we

failed to notice that neither were grammatical s tencps.

Absence of emotional focus and mental framing'o it en

results in fragmentary Verbal constructions. 1 s pause
.

a,
6 --.

for a moment to review a few basic grammatic require-.

f

mepts for sentences and also to acquire so more tech ical

tools for handling verbal structures. ad and study th'

following brief passag The . Then complete

the. illustrative exercises found within these pages:

Chapter 1 Simple Setence

Chapter 8 Fragment

Chapter 9 Predication

Chapter 13 SubJect/Verb
Agreement

pp. 1-6

pp. 46-51

pp. '52-57

pp. 75-81

If, yol,1 -still have doubts''aboUt your mastery of these basic
s,

distinctions anetdefinitions after wrestling with The

your exercises with.a tutor` It will be

ssible to advan e in our progressive coutse of stud

hout absolute tfastery over"tthesb fundaMentals,of grammar.,"

Now yOu

gIt'ai;tical

I in the sele

are ready to examine the relationship between

tore, point of view and expressive

of descri

20

s on the'next page. Each

asis
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sould be treated as a little essay ,pn Atead
ti

them analytically, underlining once-the
)

simple subject

and twice the'main verb of, each sentence or of each

independent clause within each sentence. 'correct the errors

of .spellingoand'capitalization which diVide our reading

attention. Keep the dictiona'kl4at your side. Chase every

rabbit that moves.:'-Does the statement stand on its,own, ,

two feet? Is it grammatically-cOmplete? Has it a ,Subject

and predicate? Do you'feel the need to.add something-

or delete from it ?. Finally, is it Ale?

'Also, 'since our reading togetrier has been concen-

trating upon the particular ways Bach writer has been ,

looking'at the hills, what I have ,been calling "point.

of view," you will find your own analysis of, "where the

writer is cPT.ipg'from" much easier-if you will note the

two or three most striking bremphatic words in each

sentence. Identify these words with a circle and try
,

to figure out.whetlier'thewriter-introduce4 them accidentally

in the heat of the assignment or coolly and strategically asc1 .

an act of ,composition. C6ntemplate the relationship of
---:- \,

A the writer' -s ideas` and his predic Lion.
1

t. t

Student Samples:

1. Tree Tops reaching u5 tge Heaven -over proud
and.inviting--teasing,one to venture into the
hill's vast domain -- beginning with only low
curves-then rising ever-steeper to culminate'
at a little shack.

.
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2. A mountain woman, oblivious to all going on
xpund her, a sleeping princesS awaiting:the
lover's kiss.

3. The calmnesS of a denSly wooded hillside is
disturbed only by a young rudner, bare. footed,
who is late to class.\.

4. When "I rook out the windows at the.hills surround-
ing the college I see Mt.Tam;mpais towering
above everything_ below thPugh it were a:motbe
watching over-her,children.

5. Mt. T'amalpais and the surrounding hills, in
their majesty, oversee>the college as if they
were the king and his court piotectihg their
subjects.

,

. Wo gaze upon the majic mountian defussed in
swrilling green of dence.foliage, earie but
seen through a maze of barren tenicals reaching
from the trees near by, paints an eary but
majestic panorairta. _

; v
7. 'My inward parts move through the rythem of. these-

hills \which-exist in mirid's eye and the gentle
spirit, that so forms an everlarting image of
peach, tranquility, and love.

8. His books forgotten for the Inpment, the stud
4 drifts in dreamy,fantasy on- the school -lawn

grass, his .eyes gazing half-attentively at the
image of the. distant hills, their velvety-brown
chapparalispreading up the sides like caressing
fingers in the strong, lazy heat.

.

9. The hills surrounding the college are covered
with tire tracks and foo4rintsAand dap trucks
and bodies and spit and cigarette butts and
poncrete walls and signs that say "authorized

t.

personnel only"-and stairs and dogs, and some-
times, if you look hard, you can see grass -and
ivy and trees.

10. In the wind torn purple mountains of the Rockies,
in they Neatest gray waters of the ocean storm,
in the burned red loneliness if Arizona deserts,--
do I yet yearn for the passive pink sunsets
singing he glories that announce the green hills
of- Marin

2 n4
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11. Mt. T4rt is the beautiful, green "sleeping lady"
overlooking the College of Marin-Rentfiel
area, tle Mill,Valley area, and the coasts
range Marin County.'

.

.

612.The comforting,Nfamiliar, but thirsty hills 4,,. ,

that surround Callege of Marin are'finally rec-
eiving their long awaited drink whiCh is-turning d,

the hard crumbly earthLto rich brown mud.'
,

10

------

13.' As we the aspiring sttidents of this c011ege,slook.
around our surroundingz:at 'the k§hool, we can
,see to 'One side a high spreading range of ever-
greens coverAg mountains peak, while on the

. other side of the spreading campus we haye a
rolling, almost barren looking; wind-swept
hill, 'covered with wild flowingLwheat.

.2.-
14. Rising like a green pyramid from the top of the

Student UnionBuilding Mt. Tam commands the
viewers attention with, the lower e-studded
hills paying Nomage'to it, like slaves to their
master. ('

-

(Let's work on one together just to get, the hand of 0

it.

When I look out the windows at th
the college)I sgp\Mt. Tamalpais
everything below as though -it were
over her children.

is surrounding
abov

Sometimes the overture and curtain-raising become more

important than the show itself. The self-conscious wind4;)

up (I look, I see)presentslia false, o uperficif point

of view--an unnecessarily polite p de-note concerning time

and place. That is not to Say that a writer shotild never

use "I" to present an idea, but therejs no point in

shining ,the spotlight upon youself4nly to duck bac

behind the curtain. Because "I see" is the central

predication (the grammatical lever which controls thee

balance and movement of the entire sentence) a-dramatic

2v



contrast exists between "I," the

"towering" Tamalpais (object), a

22

writer (subject), and

contrast which is far

less interesting and more superficial than the forceful

ifidea Which follows. Should we have .to wade through

1

such In./rid mechanics to get to the writer's chief idea--
, .

a towe ing,-protective mother? Our writer senses a'

dramatic comparisona metaphor--between the mountain

as towerYmother and the hills/college/students as,her

children, but he is too timid to state it forthrightly.
(

What if' we helped him by rewriting slightly, by moving
,

.

the, commanding metaphor.(towering) into the driirer's
.

positionseat ok the sentence, into the subject/verb position

predication:

of

,/ Mount Tamalpais(;;;;;;)above the hills and college
below as though it were a mother watching over
her children who.return her caring looks from th
windows of our classroom.

You :may wish to "finetune the' second half of this se
.0..4 ..

tense to make it more expressive of our writer's thesis
i.

-
.

which points-a special c ontrast between nature and man.
.

I

g.

Each of the sentences which we have before us cor

iiudy is ,strikingly individuals-despite hackneyed and trite
e

phrases which "dj.store particulars -and ruin the overall

effect. Each typically formulates its viewpoint in-a

self-organizing"mannerTwhich chall nges our attention.

In discovering where bne rcitert thought runs off the

track, we may also find an unexpec ed resource of memory

or feeli which needs4keroutig within the,littlp world

24
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of the deiCriptive sentence. How curious it is,to b4hold'

the trgnsormation of a time-worn .term s,uch as "majesty,"-.
9

for instance, into an appropriate servant.of the "regal"

point of view of the following sentence:
,

Mt. Tamalpais and the surrounding hills, in their
majesty;' oversee the college as if they were the-
(king and his'court protecting their subjeCtS.,

Once again, a Metaphor commands the writer's field of

vision which has been efficiently shaped into the conceptual
.

frame for his assertion. °Once we have detected the regal

con parison between the mountain and the king,

archical contrast between regent and-subjects clicks

the hier-

neatly into place.

As we proceedtagether through, this course of study,
fl

Ir

you will learn to recognize point of view and thesis (a

more narrow

syntactical

definition,

or efficient Version of viewpoint) by their

forms: contrast, comparison, enUmeration,,

cause and effect. You will be able to trace
P

your way quickly and directly from the key metaphors and

terms as they appear (within and without the conventionally

critical positioris of the sentence) to an identific tion

and grasp 4f the idea' expressed by the\titer--Who

usually yourselfl The ecology bias of sentence number
*

9, for example, which,is kased upon a sentimental contrast,

will announce itself to you through the writer's confusionv
P

of grammatical parts; the topographical distancing of number

13 and the geographical pedahtry of number 10ATi'll come

r
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iftto focus; the, vague kind of'sensuar ty -expiessed in

numbers '6 and 8.will be, easier to h dle; and the triumphs_

of-l2 and 14 will make great 'sense.,ti

After. you ;have 'digested arl. of this and"worked over

the sentences, perhaps even discussed them with"your tutor

or grandmother, being allWays sure to stop short of exhaustion
0 '

d grubby nitpicking, select two sentences which you like

ellenough to rewrite. Try to bring their points of view

into emphatic line with their 'grammatical fonneorganize

their predication if necessary. \Try to presfrve the integ=

rity of the original, but don't be afraid to add touches

of your own which will increase their.clarity and beauty.

Now, also rewrite sen.Cdhl6e 6 and 8. See if you can

eliminate-, or' at least reduce -theireMotional theatersr;

When-you have finished, this rather demanding process,

6.2= in your completed Predicat0p, Unit 1. Each sentence

should have 1) tits predications and 2) metaphors or ,

similes 'identified with the appropriate lines and circles;

If your identificdtions are.notup to snuff, your tutor

ill ask to see 3) your work in The Manual. ,Finally

you ,must iturn in 4) your rewritten' sentenceSw ic will

require, of course, you4 greatest effort and care. It

is good policy and practice from the outset to do the

recommended exercises, if for no other reason than to

become familiar with the criticalirdescriptive vocabulary

which Van be used fhroughout our.tcourse'of study -- even.,

o
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if you are a whiz at grammar. When,you turn in your

completed unit, you will receive ip return your original

sentence with'Oome corrections and suggestions. You must

then rewalre and resubmit it, lighen this work is satisfacto-r

rily finished, nu may go on to the thrills and, chills of

Predication- Unit 2: -4

ire,--"a-ifeXe, then, is a brief chepkii-s't of Predication
.

Unit 1:

A.' Compose a sentence which'describes the

B. 1. Identify the main subjects and verb's in
each of the 14 sentences.

2. Identify the two or three key metaphors
.in each.

3. Do the assigned exercises in The Manual.
.

. /
4. Rewrite sentences 6 and 8 plus two of

your own choosing.
,

C. Rewrite your own original sentence.'

D. Post-test: Compose a new sentence of at
t

least 25 words which describes
the 'hills around the collele.

r

When ou have received a satisfactory grade for.this
* /

you ar qualified 'for the next unitof study.

Subse u nt Predication Units

work;

Each ofthe four remaining Predication Uffits continue

in this p -rn. Each focuses onan increasingly complex

ncept, ziaking the units both sequential and cumulative

in nature.

'7
Predication Unit 2 Expanded and Reinforced Viewpoin

*To recognize dependent ,clausest
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*To correct spelling and punctuation
error6.
*To compare independent and dependent
clauses.
*To identify modifiers, connectives,
and expansions.

*To build, complex sentences.
*To rewrite predication for emphasis.
*To evaluate the role of metaphors
in sentences.
*To compose an accurate descriptive sen-
tence in which the grammar, welling,
and capitalization are correct and
the point-of-view.is emphatically
expressed within the central
predication and clearly articu-
lated in the modifying details of
the whole.

Predication Unit 3 Order and Movement,

*To identify the form ,of verbs.
*To correct. faulty parallelism.
*To achieve Iftrallel order in giving
instructions.
*To prepare the reader to,follow
instructions.
*To improve sentence movement.
*To compose a descriptive sen-
tence in Which the verbs are
appropriately and emphatically
aligned to present clearly,a
sequence of related actions.

Predication Unit 4 Compounding Statements

*To identify compound sentences.
*To memorize connectives.
*To recognize logical functions
of connectives.
*To construct compound sentences
using coordinating conjunctions
and conjunctive adverbs.
*To convert compound sentences.
*To compose a longer descriptive
, sentence which uses subordination
and coordination to develop
logical relationships between
conceptssand actions.

ff

1'4,1
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Predication Unit 5 Agency and Context

*To recognize cause and effect.
*To correct faulty predication.
*To iderrafy sentence ipatterns
which use "to be.",
*To convert "to be",predications.
*To' build verbal modifiers.
*To emphasize agency.
*To limit context.
*To coml5bse predicatibns which
accurately-and emphatically'
report the relationships between
the causes, circumstahoes, and
secondary consequences 'f an
event.

"Learning to Write Sentence by Sentence" is only,

one part of a campus-wide effort to improve language

skills. Although,the main responsibility for establish-
.

ing standards and, maintaining them among students fell

to the English faculty, all teachers were encouraged to

recognize standards in their assignments and to provide

Opportunitieth for students to exercise writing skills

throughout the curriculum. Fewer machine-graded exams

and more essays and essay exams, were recommended. Ii

order to achieve this, teaching assistants and student,

'readers were trained by the English faculty and assigned

various departments; a central tutorial'Mahual was

composed which could be used campus -wide; degree requir
I

ments were,revisedi diagnostic, exams were rewritten and

various ad hoc remedial courses devised. Progress in
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writing skills increased subStantially through opportun-

ities tO'exercise them throughout the curriculum. But

without the cooperation of the entire college community,

this progress ;could; not be%made._

This program does:keep they humanities at the center
.,,/

of arguments about the goals and means of reTrediation.
(

It c n be used as.a model for humanities curricula which

[inchdesCremediaorif and denies its usual tangential
1

status. This particular remedial'writing course incor-

porates assumptions end skills'necessary for humanistic-"

education: 'a'belief in, the worth of the individual, an

expictation for the/best use of skills and abilities,

,a belief in language as creator and reflector of thought,

at,

and 411'qmphasis upon logicalsand disciplined study. It

is the heart of a coerrdinated effort throughout the commu-

nity college curriculum. Humanistic literacy asks, this

.kind oi'Coricerh.

J

30
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NOTES

1
Mar9' ne Hogan and Lisa Lose, The Manual: A Tutor-

ial Sylla us (Kentfield, CA:. College of Marin, '1977).
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